COTTON + STEEL

A DIVISION OF RJR FABRICS

FABRIC DESIGNED BY
ALEXIA MARCELLE ABEGG

PATTERN NAME
CLOVER QUILT

COLLECTION
CLOVER

PATTERN DESIGNER
ALEXIA ABEGG

60”x60”
SUPPLY LIST:
• 4 yards backing fabric, 1/2 yard binding fabric 5001-13 Clementine recommended
• Batting 72" x 72"
• All Purpose Thread, Wash Away Fabric Marker
• Paper piecing paper or regular copy paper copied at 100%, with the template provided, 64 copies of each template page required

FABRIC REQUIREMENTS + CUTTING GUIDE:
• where fat quarters are listed you can also use a regular 1/4 yard cut

4025-1 Little Lambs Green
Fat Quarter
cut four 6.5" x 6.5" squares
cut twelve 2.5" x 2.5" squares

4025-2 Little Lambs Pink
Fat Quarter
cut four 6.5" x 6.5" squares
cut twelve 2.5" x 2.5" squares

4026-1 Dance Floor Indigo
Fat Quarter
cut four 6.5" x 6.5" squares
cut six 2.5" x 2.5" squares

4026-2 Dance Floor Sweetheart
Fat Quarter
cut four 6.5" x 6.5" square
cut twelve 2.5" x 2.5" squares

4027-2 Tulips Pink
Fat Quarter
cut four 6.5" x 6.5" squares
cut twelve 2.5" x 2.5" squares

4027-3 Tulips Aqua
Fat Quarter
cut twelve 2.5" x 2.5" squares
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4028-1 Café Cup Indigo

- Fat Quarter
- cut four 6.5” x 6.5” squares
- cut one 6.5” x 6.5” square

4026-3 Dance Floor Shamrock

- Fat Quarter
- cut four 6.5” x 6.5” squares
- cut twelve 2.5” x 2.5” squares

4028-2 Café Cup Persimmon

- Fat Quarter
- cut four 6.5” x 6.5” squares
- cut twenty-two 6.5” x 6.5” squares

5001-4

- Fat Quarter
- cut four 6.5” x 6.5” squares
- cut twelve 2.5” x 2.5” squares

5000-5

- Fat Quarter
- cut one 6.5” x 6.5” square
- cut five 2.5” x 2.5” squares

5002-9

- Fat Quarter
- cut one 6.5” x 6.5” square
- cut twenty-two 6.5” x 6.5” squares

5000-5

- Fat Quarter
- cut four 6.5” x 6.5” squares
- cut twelve 2.5” x 2.5” squares

4029-1 Tiny Tiles Dove

- Fat Quarter
- cut one 6.5” x 6.5” square
- cut twelve 2.5” x 2.5” squares

4028-2 Café Cup Persimmon

- 3/4 Yard
- cut twenty-two 6.5” x 6.5” squares

4029-1 Tiny Tiles Dove

- 3/4 Yard
- cut twenty-two 6.5” x 6.5” squares
SEW:

Note: All seam allowances are 1/4” unless otherwise indicated.

1. Lay out three 2.5” x 2.5” squares of each fabric for the nine patch units. Sew into rows, then sew rows together to make one unit. Trim unit to 6.5” x 6.5”.

Make four units, mixing the placement of prints to keep a random, spontaneous feel. Repeat for the other three colorways, for a total of SIXTEEN nine-patch blocks.
SEW:

2. Using the diagram below, lay out the block. Sew individual 6.5” x 6.5” squares with the double-nine patch units to make rows. Then, sew rows together to complete the block.

3. Repeat with remaining colorways to make four blocks for the quilt top.

4. Sew the two upper blocks together and press the seam to the right. Sew the two lower blocks together and press the seam to the left. Sew the upper row and lower row together and press seam open.

5. Quilt and bind as desired.